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humor-based network 

for collaborative change processes

ALL THE PRESENTED FUNCTIONALITIES 

ARE IMPLEMEDTED AND IN USE
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Org pers 1: “Technical project manager supports people in technical 

aspects. It does not mean that this person has a technical background, 

but throughout the work, the person shall be able to handle technical 

tasks – for monitoring the full structure.”

Org pers 2: “We help people train internally and externally. For you to 

become a technical project manager, your CV shall not necessarily 

reflect certain technical skills. It does not matter if you have a B.Eng. or 

M.Eng. Experience or a showcase shall be there to handle the volume. 

This position Technical Manager is open for EVERYBODY.”

Org pers 1: “These people would provide horizontal technical support on 

selected projects. They would be importing the initial investigation 

before the project’s start – to identify the roles, etc. and what would be 

the technical work. And then, on a demand base – and that is important 

– to distribute time among all the projects.”

Org pers 2: “If we want to build a house, the technical manager is the 

architect. The technical manager would be the one to set the structure 

and monitor the project from a distance. That’s it. Now, to get involved 

into day-to-day construction of the building, it is necessary to re-allocate 

time among activities. So, this would have to be distributed.”

TO RE-THINK: 

specialization and fitting-to-tasks

holistic-thinking abilities + STEAM      PROVIDED 

TO RE-THINK: 

experience / showcase MEANT TO BE

sense-making patterns and strengths SOLVED 

TO RE-THINK: 

hierarchies = quality

non-hierarchical collaborations           PROVIDED 

TO RE-THINK: 

boss

“architect” with shortest path to results SOLVED 

COLOR CODE: 

practical problem for you to re-think

opportunity seen = IIB PROVIDED

problem existing = IIB SOLVED
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USE CASE for implementation of IIB at an org client

Customer: STEAM sector, legal person

Insider: tech manager, programmer, designer, writer, constructor, architect…

Outsider: independent professional with 3+ knowledge-domain interests, physical person

Industry: emerging technologies

Goal: to develop their own thematic AI product

Location: global



Humor is a special area of cognitive science. Humor is about clashing situations that relate. 

The brain solves a joke, based on its own cognitive flexibility, and rewards itself with laughter, 

which cannot be faked. Humor is based on ways of sense making. That is key for collaboration.
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hybrid-knowledge (STEAM) preferences

options to build multiple 

collaborative processes

for the shortest path to results

WAY TO GO 

WHAT HAS BEEN DONE AND 

RECEIVED BY YOU
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in situ: among people across the actual or 

previous endeavors of yours

to address the NEEDS of the collaboration

ex situ: among people from the whole world

to address the NEEDS of the collaboration

ex situ: among people from the whole 

world to enhance your STRENGTHS

collective 

needs

individual 

strengths

overview over all the members in a 

collaboration – for every collaboration you 

have, and you can have many collaborations
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Org pers 3: “The role of the technical monitoring is not to substitute the 

project manager for two reasons. Number 1: No time to do someone 

else’s job. Number 2: The project manager would never learn technical 

aspects. Our tactics – “to be developed”: to help everybody to go “up”. 

We never substitute the manager, we only monitor and help when that is 

needed, so that the person can develop their skills. That’s the point.”

Org pers 5: “The technical, the D&C, the project manager, or the 

monitoring one – do they converge all together?” Org pers 2: “Yes.”

Org pers 1: “In a collaborative process, an Z partner-company is involved. 

Once the product has been produced, our technical project manager 

needs to validate if this is according to the requirements of the customer. 

Along with that, the technical project manager may decide on re-

allocation of the people: the developers, the constructors, and others –

and that person needs to understand the need.”

Org pers 2: “The relationship with the tech department – and let us not 

confuse things – is something new. We will find the right way to work. We 

are changing the structure involving software developers. It is hard to 

manage 10 people. So, we have created new roles, “team leaders”. In the 

beginning, we become clear with the vision. The technical project 

manager can go either to the team leader or to the developer directly.”

FOR YOU TO RE-THINK: 

control, best fit, and worker as gear

learning the new from others                       SOLVED

FOR YOU TO RE-THINK: 

person-to a list of tasks

attraction, based on understanding needs SOLVED

FOR YOU TO RE-THINK: 

Silos 

abilities’ & skills’ complementarity SOLVED 

FOR YOU TO RE-THINK: 

fixation on objects or people

author of collab. is domain-neutral       SOLVED

smaller size of collaborations SOLVED

vision-driven exchange                                  PROVIDED
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COLOR CODE: 

practical problem for you to re-think

opportunity seen = IIB PROVIDED

problem existing = IIB SOLVED

USE CASE for implementation of IIB at an org client

Customer: STEAM sector, legal person

Insider: tech manager, programmer, designer, writer, constructor, architect…

Outsider: independent professional with 3+ knowledge-domain interests, physical person

Industry: emerging technologies

Goal: to develop their own thematic AI product

Location: global



a professional converges with uniquely 
harmonious professionals in situ or ex situ

vision-driven 

exchange

from internal pools from the world
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complementarity

complementarity

complementarity

difference

difference

difference

enhancing

enhancing

enhancing

request

request

request

surprise

surprise

vision

vision

vision

…for situational choice making, based on Game Theory



Org pers 1: “And, there is another level to this. Interrelationship, yes. We 

need all together to discuss things to agree: quickly, effectively, and we 

don’t have to have 6 or 7 people in a meeting.”

Org pers 5: “Let’s talk about the developers. Between tasks and coding 

there are other layers of work, like design – I don’t have that ability as a 

software engineer. When you come by and say: program it – the developer 

has to make that happen right, do you understand?”

Org pers 2: “It is the technical project manager or the team leader to be 

able to manage the expectations and time, and so on, in collaboration 

with the developer. There are layers of developers. …The technical project 

manager is not involved in coding.”

Org pers 1: “Sometimes the architecture may come from another partner 

in the project. It is not supposed to be only from our people. It depends on 

each case. For example, if we don’t have a senior-level blockchain expert 

to define the architecture, then some other people need to get involved. 

There is no one clear way how, but we adapt to the case. Deadlines must 

always be respected.”

FOR YOU TO RE-THINK: 

meetings as merits

organization as a dynamic organism                 PROVIDED 

FOR YOU TO RE-THINK: 

specialization as closed expectations

STEAM knowledge as a collaborative game     SOLVED

FOR YOU TO RE-THINK: 

personal interpretational limitations 

science-based sense-making patterns  SOLVED

FOR YOU TO RE-THINK: 
organizational borders
intellectually and knowledgewise ex-situ complementarity 
found in harmony with in-situ strengths      SOLVED
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the author of a collaboration may converge the 
needs of it with uniquely harmonious 

professionals in situ or ex situ
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with balanced input and STEAM-knowledge 

complementarity, requested and surprising

vision-driven 

exchange

from internal pools from the world

…situational choice making, based on Game Theory
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Org pers 1: “We always need to bring to the table how we 

communicate with each other. Because 2 projects is one thing, 41 

projects – is completely something else. 

Org pers 6: “We need a shared platform.” 

Org pers 1: “Yes. A shared platform. The technical management should 

be present. All others – too. And we will see how we communicate.”

Org pers 7: “I don’t think it is just communication. It’s the procedure 

about how we work.”

Org pers 2: “Yes, the procedure as well.”

Org pers 8: “A structure for the commercial part to follow, e. g.”

Org pers 1: “The vertical structure is normally not directly involved, but 

aligns them all, the vertical.”

TO RE-THINK: 

obey the orders or fuck off

synchronization in deep thinking SOLVED

TO RE-THINK: 

a wall of mess with everyone

few meaningful connections + chats                SOLVED 

TO RE-THINK: 

group work

transparency about everyone’s patterns          SOLVED 

TO RE-THINK: 

intrusion

one author may have several collaborations    PROVIDED
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few, but meaningful

connections

in synchronization 

of deep thinking

with you transparent to you and 

every member in your 

every collaboration

Inside that collaboration
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ex-situ and in-situ communication for 

every collaboration and individual

individuals can contact individuals,

individuals can contact collaborations,

collaborations can contact individuals

from the inside of the organizational boundaries

AND

from the outside of the organizational boundaries
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one of the chats, for example
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Org pers 1: “Speaking of the top management, we do many things:

resource reallocation, risk management, communication, visibility of 

the financials. We are supporting project managers at meetings. We are 

participating in the hiring and accountability processes.”

Org pers 2: “If you want to handle more or handle less, you come to us, 

and we will re-allocate the changes.”

Org pers 1: “Everyone is to be aligned for us to be successful. We also 

are inviting [external professionals]. At any time, you can go to the 

[external professional] and ask things. Sometimes other people do tasks 

for us. It is all about collaboration: either with a team or with the 

partners – it’s just to have the understanding, and the vote of everyone 

is to make that product or service a delivery.”

Org pers 1: “Why we even have the levels is to test how we would 

perform at those levels – so, it’s a test for all of us. For advancement 

and to test ourselves: if we can do the job. So, it is a self-evaluation. We 

evolve as a company with big projects and big partners, with a lot of 

complexity sometimes”. 

TO RE-THINK: 

top management is representativeness

top management does the work too                 PROVIDED 

TO RE-THINK: 

top-down approach

self-awareness of what and why to change      SOLVED 

TO RE-THINK: 

competition

harmonious in-situ & ex-situ collaboration       SOLVED

+ growing and using previous endeavors     SOLVED 

TO RE-THINK: 

expertise

safe uncertainty for novelty in complexity SOLVED 
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everything starts with your own patterns –

to build ties to with others 

your collaborations may have different purposes

to add the people which you know 

as someone you are to start your work with 

(e.g., new contractors), 

OR 

as someone you have already worked with 

(from your “previous endeavors”: 

e.g., your former and current partners)

you can “recruit” total strangers, 

harmonious with you, from the whole world

OR

safe, blind, science-based AI

WHEN YOU START YOUR COLLABORATION 

AS AN INDEPENDENT PROFESSIONAL
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AI adding manually someone 
concrete you wish

shape-up your request for

for another to have the STEAM you want 

– it also will be considered 

for the complementarity with you



add the people which you know 

as someone you are to start your work with 

(e.g., new contractors)

add the people which you know 

as someone you have already worked with 

(from your “previous endeavors”: 

e.g., your former and current partners)

OR
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OR

you can manually add people of a specialization 

as a small “population” –

for you to detect the one you may love to work with

without building a collaboration

the person would be different from you 

in reading new information, 

but resonating with you 

in your natural reasoning
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ALSO

Deeper thinking intensifies by ≅
65% if you + 1 pers.

60% if you + 2 pers.

55% if you + 3 pers.

etc.

BECAUSE OF

…increasing space for emergent ideas by ≅
15% if you + 1 pers.

25% if you + 2 pers.

30% if you + 3 pers.

etc.

…sharpening focus on the vision/goal by ≅
Τ3 5 if you + 1 pers.

Τ2 3 if you + 2 pers.

Τ5 7 if you + 3 pers.

etc.

…mutual learning from 

complementarity and difference in all 

cases growing by ≅ 15%

WITH
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WOULD YOU TRY IIB?

https://intellectualandimmaterialbank.com/
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